
The Stay-at-Home Art History 
Quiz

Department of Art History and Visual 
Studies



• Welcome to the Art History Stay-at-Home Quiz! 
• On each slide you will see a composite picture. 

Identify each image and follow the instructions 
(you will be asked to find letters from the name of 
the artist, the subject, the name or location of the 
building, and so on) and use this information to 
reconstruct a series of words.

• (Note: The names of all artists, locations, and 
buildings are in the forms they are most 
commonly found in English-language art 
historical publications)

• Answers will be posted July 1st Good luck!



Image 1



• Image 1: Self-Portraits, an Artist’s Mother, and a lonely Drinker
• Top left:  What is the name of the photographer?  Take the fifth, 

sixth and seventh letters of her family name. 
• Top right: Which artist created this painting? Take the third and 

fourth letters of his family name. 
• Bottom right: Which artist painted this image of his mother? Take 

the second and fifth letters of his first name he used during his 
professional career.

• Bottom left: Which artist painted this self-portrait? Take the first 
letter of her first (given) name. 

• Take the letters in the order given above and use them to spell a 
word: 

• _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  M



Image 2



• Image 2: Three self portraits and one portrait
• Bottom right: Which sculptor drew this self-portrait? Take the 

second and fourth letters from the family name of the artist. 
• Bottom left: Which artist painted this self-portrait? Take the 

seventh letter from the family name of the artist.
• Top left: Which artist painted this self-portrait? Take the third and 

fourth letters from the family name of the artist. 
• Top right: This is a photograph of a famous astronomer. Take the 

third and fourth letters of the family name of the photographer. 
• Take the letters in the order given above and use them to spell a 

word: 
• _  _  _  _  _  _  _



Image 
3



• Image 3: Famous Domes
• Top left: In what city is this mosaic dome located? Take the first 

and fourth letters of the name of this town. 
• Top right: Who was the architect of this building dedicated to San 

Lorenzo? Take the tenth letter of his family name. 
• Bottom left: What is the name of this building? Take the seventh 

letter of this name.
• Bottom right: In what city is this building locate? Take the third 

and fourth letters of the name of this city. 
• Take the letters in the order given above and use them to spell a 

word: 
• _  _  _  _  _  _



Image 4



• Image 4: Portraits and Imagined Images
• Top left: What is the title of this painting? Take the third, fourth, 

and fifth letters of the second word of the title. 
• Top right: Which artist painted this portrait of his wife? Take the 

fifth and sixth letters of his family name. 
• Bottom right: What is the name of the artist responsible for this 

work? Take the sixth letter of his first (given) name. 
• Bottom left: What is the title of this circular painting? Take the 

third and fourth letters of the first word from the title. 
• Take the letters in the order given above and use them to spell a 

word: 
• _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _



Image 5



• Image 5: Portraits and perhaps a Self-Portrait
• Top left: Which artist made this portrait? Take the first and fourth 

letters of his family name. 
• Top right: Who is the subject of this portrait? Take the second 

letter of his first name. 
• Bottom right: Who painted this portrait of a famous military 

figure? Take the eighth and ninth letters of his first (given) name.
• Bottom left: This painting is believed to be a self-portrait. Take the 

third letter of the first (given) name of the artist. 
• Take the letters in the order given above and use them to spell a 

word: 
• _  _  _  _  _  _



Image 6



• Image 6: Four Facades
• From top to bottom: 
• Top: In which city is this ancient mosque located? Take the sixth, 

seventh, and eighth letters. 
• Next one down: In which city is this cathedral located? Take the 

second letter. 
• Next one down: In which city is this palace located? Take the 

fourth letter. 
• Bottom: In which city is this church located? Take the third and 

sixth letters. 
• Take the letters in the order given above and use them to spell a 

word:  
• _  _  _  _  _  _  _



Image 7



• Image 7: Portraits and Self-Portraits
• Bottom left: What is the first (given) name of the subject of this 

portrait? Take the first and seventh letters. 
• Bottom right: Which artist painted this self-portrait? Take the 

second letter of her first (given) name. 
• Top right: Which artist created this pastel self-portrait? Take the 

fifth letter of her first (given) name. 
• Top left: Which painter and sculptor produced this work? Take the 

first, second, and third letters of his first (given) name. 
• Take the letters in the order given above and use them to spell a 

word: 
• _  _  _  _  _  _  _



Image 8



• Image 8: Three Self-Portraits and the Image of an Artist
• Top left: Which painter produced this self-portrait? Take the sixth 

and seventh letters from his family name. 
• Top right: Who is the subject and who is the artist? Take the fifth 

letter of the family name of the subject and the fifth letter of the 
family name of the artist. 

• Bottom left: Who painted this self-portrait? Take the first letter of 
his family name. 

• Bottom right: Who painted this self-portrait? Take the fourth and 
fifth letters of his family name. 

• Take the letters in the order given above and use them to spell a 
word: 

• _  _  _  _  _  _  _



Image 9



• Image 9: Standing men
• From top to bottom: 
• Top: Which Pharaoh of the New Kingdom period appears in this 

image? Take the second and third letters of his title. 
• Next one down: Who is the painter of this portrait? Take the fifth 

letter of his first (given) name. 
• Next one down: This mosaic is located in the church of a famous 

ancient monastery. Who is the monastery dedicated to? Take the 
sixth and seventh letters of this name. 

• Bottom: Who is represented in this marble sculpture? Take the 
fifth and sixth letters of the title he used as emperor.

• Take the letters in the order given above and use them to spell a 
word: 

• _  _  _  _  _  _  _



Image 10



• Image 10: Seated Women
• From top to bottom: 
• Top: Which painter was responsible for this portrait? Take the 

second and fifth letters of his family name. 
• Next one down: Which queen in represented in this painting? 

Take the fifth letter of her name.
• Next one down: Which artist painted this image? Take the second 

letter of the first (given) name. 
• Bottom: Which artist painted this image? Take the second and 

fifth letters of the first (given) name and the seventh letter of the 
family name. 

• Take the letters in the order given above and use them to spell a 
word: 

• _  _  _  _  _  _  _


